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LIBRA SOLAR FULL MOON RITUAL 
 

MEDITATION, CONTEMPLATION, REFLECTIONS: DAY SIX 

 

In Service of the Christ and the Great Ones for the Full Flowering of the Plan and Humanity 

 

REGISTRATION AND DISTRIBUTION 

 

◊ Standing at the point of balance on the noble middle Path, we open to the flowing life 

energies pouring from Libra through the Heart of the Sun, to the Planetary transmitters 

(Saturn, Uranus, Venus), Shamballa – where the Peace and Will of God is Known, to the 

Christ and spiritual Hierarchy where the Love of God is Known, to the Soul of Humanity and 

through World Servers, Disciples and 

Aspirants and all humanity and the 

three kingdoms of nature.  We breathe 

in a great “Breath of Life”.  ◊  Let us 

Be in That space – in that inner 

dimension where the Great Breath is 

Breathing you – giving of Itself … the 

living power of Love, luminous Light 

and the Life that synthesizes and 

unifies, bringing the Joy of At-One-

Ment as it pours through the Soul Star 

Group, the Chalice of the Crown – 

into our human Heart-Mind-Brain. 

 

◊ Remembering “the Breath is the 

Life pouring through all the centers,” 

let us sound the sacred WORD, OM, 

whilst standing in the potent, peaceful 

Presence of the Soul and the wider Soul 

field. 

◊ Attuning with the Solar Angel and Angel of the 7th petal of Libra corresponding with “the Heart 

in the Head Lotus” – the Chalice in the Crown, we are welcomed into Their Presence to guide our 

inner process … in  Joyful Cooperation and loving Comprehension (attuning us to the 

Buddhic/Love plane).  OM. 

 

◊ With “intense spiritual aspiration” (reaching high), we breathe in  pure atoms of Light, Love 

and Life pouring from the Triune Soul (Spiritual Triad).  On an outbreath, these energies 

pour through the Crown Center, and down through all the Centers (each absorbing what is 

needed) … then out through the centers of the feet “Blessing the Earth Upon Which We 

Walk”. ◊  Of its own accord, the energy returns Home whence it came … as a great continuous 

fountain of circulating Libran life energy.  OM   
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THE SOUL STAR GROUP – The SOUL is GROUP CONSCIOUS 
 

◊ As Triune Souls, we stand in the loving, lighted field of the Soul Star Group. ◊ In one 

unified Libran solar breath, simultaneously 

'ray forth’ Soul Love and Light – Soul to 

Soul, to all herein gathered ... creating one 

radiant field of unified Soul vibration. (Here 

we can do our Triangles work).  

◊ In the next breath of life —whilst sounding 

the sacred WORD as One Group Soul, we 

extend our “will to serve” to the Christ 

standing in the Center … We remain open to 

the return flow from His Heart to Ours.  In 

due time, our hearts will be brought in 

synchrony with the Heart of the Christ. 

When the two are one, the heart is captured. 

◊ Sense the Group as a living, pulsing, 

beating Heart – a rainbow sphere filled-full 

with Soul virtues (qualities), Soul Ray 

powers, and Christed Love.  ◊ OM 

◊ Through these inclusive, unifying group alignments,  with the inner Eye of the Soul can be seen 

energy waves of LOVE and LIGHT linking the Soul Star Group with Groups worldwide (inner 

and outer) vibrating in harmonic resonance with the "greater GROUP of Groups" in Whose 

Center stands the World Teacher, the Christ.  

 

◊ Entering through the door of the Soul Star Group, boundaries disappear and we find ourselves 

standing in One Hierarchical Group. Let us pause to register the living Presence of the synthesized 

energy field, the “Great Potency of the Inner Groups”. Knowing It exists brings the reality closer.   

 

All these serving groups direct their potency downward into matter building “heaven on earth”.  

Drawing upon the higher energies of the Signs streaming through Mother Matter, we are 

lifting, redeeming and preparing humanity to manifest the higher purpose and potentials 

inherent in the Soul of Humanity in accord with the Plan ...as Christed ones walking the 

planes of the earth. 

 

◊ Be affirmed in the Master’s words of the “joy of participation in the Masters' plans” 

knowing “all is well that associates you closely with Them.”  (TWM, 368/9) 

† 

~ Sound the Great Invocation ~ 
Sending the energy through the Soul Star Group (SSG) to the Soul of Humanity …  

(and Five Planetary Centers of NY, London, Geneva, Darjeeling and Tokyo)  
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REGISTERING and DISTRIBUTING CONTACT 

 

DAY 6: REFLECTIONS and DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICES – Second Day after Libra FM 

 

◊ Having consciously entered the Libran 

Full Moon field,  

 

Let us stand in the center, at the Point of 

Equilibrium—moving as Libran lights—

up and down.  

 

On the Noble Middle Path, we are able to 

move freely up into our Spirt/Soul 

(heavenly) nature, and down into matter 

– our life in the world of form as 

‘Christed Ones’ walking the Planes of 

Earth.  

 

Realize how simple it can be, and is, to 

stand in the center point. And then – how 

simple life can be. Contemplate. 

 

At the center point – of inner stillness, of peace, of equilibrium – we no longer swing 

between the pairs of opposites - the vicissitudes in the world of form.  

 
֍ 

 
GROUP DISTRIBUTION of Libra Full Moon Energies for the Greater Good 

 

Because the Soul is Group Conscious, as Souls, we are standing in the field of the Soul Star Group, 

the Christ and the Greater Group of Groups – the Spiritual Hierarchy, and can therefore read 

Master DK’s words with greater comprehension and insight.  

 

“Groups are a field for hierarchical expression” … and “due attention needs to be 

paid to the inner group relation which is the only thing of major importance. It is 

the only thing which will release the stored up energy on the subjective 

side”.   (DNA-II, 51)   

 

“Groups are a field for hierarchical expression” and not necessarily for individual genius.  We are 

all part of one or more groups working in service of the Plan.  From the 'altitude of the Soul', let us 

see and recognize how groups functioning as true Soul Groups, with planned purpose for the 
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greater Good, are working in poised activity and right relationship with each other and other 

Groups, serving on the Noble Middle Path “between the two great lines of force”.  Reflect ... 

 

Simply thinking this thought evokes the ‘righting, equilibrising, balancing energy’ of Libra 

into these Groups. 

 

We begin by reflecting on DK’s words – “due attention needs to be paid to the inner 

group relations” by reflecting on a group you know that does this, i.e., works in 

poised activity and right relationship with each other. How do they do this, what do 

you see them doing, how do they gain and maintain poised activity?   We know Love is the 

great alchemical solvent that brings everything together.  The question here is, how is this 

love expressed in the three worlds?  E.g., respect for each person, honoring each other and 

their points of view, appreciating the gifts each offers, seeking understanding, allowing for 

higher order alternatives, soulful cooperation, leading from higher principles and values …  

 

Marvel at the simple graces and practices that condition (set) and maintain the field for 

harmonious relations.   

 

Know, and notice, the Soul effect that you can have in the groups of which you are a part as 

you “pay attention to inner group relations”.  

 

End with Joy knowing you can ‘see’ and ‘work as a constructive force’ for Libran 

distribution.  

 

◊ Recognize, look for, some of the many serving groups operating and functioning today as Libran 

forces working through them – the effect they are having on their community, perhaps their 

country and humanity as a whole.  For example, the many seed Groups working along Ray lines 

for world and human betterment.  Bless them with Libran energy.   

 

Vow to take the Libran pledge, joining ranks to act accordingly – as Christs walking the planes of 

earth in service of the Plan.  Bask in this emerging potential knowing that the Christ Himself works 

with Humanity through the cardinal energy of Libra – sense the magnificence of this realization.  
 

◊ ◊ ◊ 

◊  In the midst of these difficult, transitional times, seeing through the ‘eyes and heart’ of the 

greater GROUP of which we are a part, ‘know’ all shall be healed, restored or grown as we work 

from within the Midway point and the Noble Middle Way of Libra. Libran energies have potency 

in matter (via Uranus).  We sanctify daily life through loving relationships (Venus), manifesting 

the Plan of God for Humanity and the Earth (Uranus) in accord with the higher Laws (Saturn).  

 

Let us revel in the future coming present, accelerated into manifestation by the Christ through Libra. 

  

We are learning to work as the Hierarchy works.  In so doing, we channel Their forces and join 

their ranks.                                                                  ʘ 
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